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Modifications for the Alinco DJ-180

 

Picture(s) of Alinco - DJ-180

 

Extended frequency for Alinco DJ-180 

Alinco DJ-180T Packet Connection 

Adjustment points for DJ-180TE & DJ-1400 

Expanded frequency (another way) 

DJ-180 mods expand TX 130 - 170 MHz 
(Hardware) 

 

 Extended frequency for Alinco DJ-180  

   

The modification for the new ALINCO DJ180 is very simple:
Just press the "LAMP"-key on switch on the unit and the range is from 130.000 - 173.995 MHz. For the RESET press the 
"F"-key (FUNCTION) and switch on the handy and it is in HAM-MODE from 144.000 - 145.995 MHz again.

Enjoy the handy, wich is very useful and snsitive on RX.
 

 

 Alinco DJ-180T Packet Connection  
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                   2.5mm stereo plug                                       
                            
<----------0xooxoo[[[[]]]]]]]                                              
                                   .          |  |  |
to mic     |  |  |
jack       |  |  |___________________________._______ground (TNC)
           |  |  sleeve
           |  |__________o Ring - open
           |                       0.1-1.0 uF capacitor
           |________________.______|      |__________audio output  TNC
                            |      |      |      
                            |
                            |--------////--------PTT   TNC
                                                                           
                        .                              4.7-33K ohm resistor

                    3.5mm mono plug
<-----------0xoooooo[[[[[[[[[[[]]]]]]]]]]
            |     |
            |     |______________________________ground   TNC
            |                   sleeve                                     
                     .           |                               (same as
other plug ground)
            |
            |     tip
            |__________________________________audio input   TNC

2.5mm stereo plug into mic jack 
 

Tip to TNC audio output through 0.1 to 1.o microfarad capacitor with parallel resistor 4.7 to 33K ohm to PTT switch
Ring open
Sleeve to TNC ground
 

3.5mm mono plug
 

tip to TNC audio input
sleeve to TNC ground (same ground as other plug)
 

Data received as FAX from Alinco this morning (11 NOv 93)

Sorry about the graphics, so much for ASCII
Milt
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 Adjustment points for DJ-180TE & DJ-1400  

   

Click on link to download the PDF. file 

Adjustment points for DJ-180TE & DJ-1400
 

 

 Expanded frequency (another way)  

   

Author: Jack (PA7JS) 

  

Just push function and Lamp button and switch power on to expand frequency. 

Just push function and Monitor button and switch power on to go back to legal Frequently 144-146 Mhz. 

This Mod is friendly to the memory's you stored, because everything will be in it 73 

Pa7js 

 

 

 DJ-180 mods expand TX 130 - 170 MHz (Hardware)  

   

  

●     take battery off

  
●     take the four screws that hold the board that the battery contacts.

  
●     cut the loop of red wire that is in there. Tape ends so that they dont short out to the board.

  
●     put radio back together

  
●     hold function and turn on radio. 

TX is now expanded to approx. 130-170 MHz. 
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